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A Cm1PARISON OF THE PHILOSO,PHY AND METHODS 
OF TEACHING OF THIRD GRADE READING 
ACCORDING TO 
HOUGHTON MIFFLIN COMPANY (MCKEE) 
THE JOHN C. ''IINSTON COMPANY (STAUFFER ) 
AND GINN & COMPANY ( RUSSELL) BASAL READERS 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
In the school system in \'lhich I teach, the individual 
teacher has the opportunity of using the basal readers of variou 
publishers to parallel, supplement, or substitute for the gener-
ally-recommended series of readers, which is Scott Foresman. 
I prefer to have each group in my class read from a different 
series, in order to present a variety of material. It is neces-
sary to know the various reading systems in order to decide whi 
readers would best suit the needs of the different reading gro 
in my class. 
Limitations of Matter 
I have limited my study to three reading systems. These 
systems are: The for Series, published by 
Houghton Mifflin, Dr. Paul McKee, authority; The w·inston 
Communication published by The John C. Winston Company, 
Dr. Russell G. Stauffer, authority; and �he Ginn Basic 
published by Ginn and Company, Dr. David H .  Russell, 
authority. 
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The basal readers from these series, used in connection wit 
Scott Foresman readers, should provide adequate basal rea 
terial for my class, which will in all probability be divided 
three groups. 
The descripti�ns of aims, methods, and materials have been 
from the manuals, but I have summarized this information 
many different places in these texts. No attempt has been 
to tell, the page source of each statement . However, it will 
evident that the descriptions are hot always unbiased, since 
represent the opinions of the authors of the manuals. 
Each of the basal systems I have chosen to study favors 
the use of a basal reading program ( group reading and 
an individualized reading program ( each child 
individually-selected material under teacher supervision) . 
s paper will not discuss the undoubted merits or the method� 
individualized teaching of reading. It is concerned only wi 
comp�rison of the philosophy, methods and materials of the 
asal readers of the third grade reading systems listed above. 
Durrell summarized the value of the basal reader system as 
The well-planned basal-reading systems presented by ex­
perienced textbook publishers have many advantages. They 
provide the orderly practice required for the development 
of a sight vocabulary and the perceptual abilities to as­
sure future growth. They save the teacher countless hours 
of preparation of materials, although she will still have 
plenty to do if slow learners are to be served well. The 
manuals accompanying such systems give advice for the mo­
tivation of instruction, for adapting to individual differ­
e�ces� and for observation of pupil needs. They are par-
the 
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th 
ticularly helpful for the beginning teacher. A detaileq 
study of the manuals of basal-reading slstems is the first 
step to learning how to teach· reading. 
1. D. D. Durrell, Instruction, p. 2 2  
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CHAPTER II 
A COMPARISON OF AIMS OF THE THREE READING SERIES 
eral Aims for the Entire Program 
for the title given to this series of basal 
eaders and accompanying materials� present a program of instruc­
on with three major objectives: 
1. to help the child build the power to read well in­
dependently 1 through a constantly maintained atti­
tude of demanding meaning from his reading, and 
through the development of reading ski'lls. 
2. to help the child build an abiding interest in 
reading a wide variety of worth-while material. 
3. to help the child build desirable personality and 
character traits. 
ecific Aims for the Third Grade Program 
The program of instruction for third grade has these 
specific aims: 
1. to promote a continuing development of the reading 
abilities and interests. 
2. to provide for individual differences. 
3. .to encourage children to read much more rna terial 
than is available �n.any tlro third-grade readers. 
Air.ls of the Hou hton Mifflin Series as Stated b 
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4. to give ample practice ·at the third grade level 
in those reading skills which are essential to 
effective study of informative material. 
5. to teach those understandings and skills which pu-
pils must have to overcome special meaning diffi-
culties. 
1 Aims for the Entire Program 
The lUnston Communication Program seeks: 
1. to provide systematic guidance both in the acqui-
sition of language skills1 and in the use of those 
s�ills to think and to share ideas. 
2. to enable children to understand1 to discover, to 
create, to compare, to evaluate, to accept� to 
reject, and to organize and use thoughts and ideas 
effectively. 
3. to help children find in reading a source of delight. 
Specific Aims for the Third Grade Program 
The only statement in the introduction to the Winston third 
grade manuals directed specifically to the teacher of third-
graders is this: 
The eight-year-old-!nterested in his world, eagerly search­
ing every nook and cPanny--is ready to be guided along the 
road to sound thinking. He is ready to be directed to be 
methodic about examining facts, questioning facts, making 
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eval�ations,  and reaching conclusions. This is the type of 
training that is being initiated in these activities on 
developing reading-thinking skills. 
However, in the manual's introductions to tpe various units, 
pecific aims are stated , such as these for Unit III: 
1. to help children prep�re for later. studies and crit-
ical evaluation of historical biography and geograph-
ical factors. 
2. to provide plots giving experience with such charac-
ter traits as courage, bravery , and unselfishness in 
order to give the child some basis for evaluating his 
own conduct. 
3. to extend interpretive and word-recognition skills. 
4 . to enrich experiences for children who are becoming 
increasingly independent in the choice or reading 
2 
material. 
General Aims for the Entire Program 
The Ginn Basic attempts to provide the 
stimulation, support, and organized approach of a comprehensive 
and thorough reading program, so that children can enjoy and �se 
reading both in childhood and in adult life. 
These certain characteristics of a good basic reading pro-
1. Russell G.  Stauffer� al. , Teachers Edition for Into the 
p. 36 
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gram are listed in the mapual. Every child: 
1. le�rns to read to the best of his ability. 
2. develops reading habits and skills at his own 
learning rate. 
3� is taught by methods best suited to his partic­
ular needs and abilities. 
4. becomes increasingly aware of the purposes for which 
he reads and of his own progress in reading. 
5. becomes mora independent in his use of reading mate­
rials. 
6. participates in a balanced and varied program of 
reading activities. 
Specific Aims fo� the Third Grade Program 
The Ginn third grade program aims to: 
1. help ch�ldren �ake a successful transition from the 
closely supervised reading to which they are accus­
tomed, into a diversified, independent reading program. 
2. adapt the· reading program not only to the grade level 
c.Oi':.;,skills that they have so far learned, but also to 
to the physical, emotional and social development oi' 
the children. 
3. help the teacher diagnose and remedy individual dif­
ficulties. 
'' :- ,., 
' 
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While the specific aims are stated in different ways and in 
different degrees of importance1 basically they are the same for 
all three series: to help children acquire reading skills that 
1 lead to independent1 meaningful reading for information and 
for pleasure; and to help children grow in desirable social and 
character traits. 
The chief apparent difference is in the Winston emphasis, 
repeated constantly in the manual, on critical thinking as a par 
of the reading process. While the other two systems recognize 
the importance of evaluative reading, the "reading-thinking 
cess" becomes a doctrine of the ''�inston philosophy of teach-
As we strive, then, to teach children to read, we are 
seeking for them fulfillment of that heritage which is the 
birthright of all free men--the four freedoms that accrue 
to the skilled reader and thinker: freedom from deceit, 
freedom from oppression, freedom from passion1 freedom from 
ignorance. 1 
Ibid. , P• 37 
Critical Summary of Aims 
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CHAPTER III 
A- COMPARISON OF THE CONTENT 
These qre the important features of the Houghton Mifflin 
as stated by the authors: 
1. Controlled vocabulary presentation 
2. The development of phonetic skill 
3. The provision for individual difference 
4. The suggestions for wider reading 
5. The reading-skills program 
6.. The program of teaching pupils how to cope with 
special meaning difficulties 
This program is carried out through the use of material tha 
been chosen to capture the child's imagination, and to con­
tribute to character building. 
The readers contain true stories, folk tales, popular 
juveniles. Each of the stories has been painstakingly adapted 
from a story of proven popularity with children of average thi 
grade age teight-to-nine year-olds). 
Each reader has plateau sections--reading for enjoyment 
no new words. Each book is organized in three sections called 
timagazines". Each magazine has a 4-color cover and a table of 
-·11====================-11=-
I rogram, 
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of the Pro ram of the Mou hton Mifflin Se ies 
of th Content oft e Hou hton Mifflin 'Third Grade 
10 
contents similar to that of a real magazine, with a line of com-
following each story title. The format of the magazine can 
be described by listing the material found in a typical 
t--Unit 1, (3-2): 
�. A long adventure story (4 reading lessons) 
2. A reading skill with New Words 
3. A humorous fairy tale (3 
4. Riddles About Words 
5. Two jokes 
6. A story about honesty, set in China (1 lesson) 
7. An article about stockades (Preparation for the 
next story 
8 .  A true pioneer story (2  lessons) 
9.  A teaching root common endings; 
three poems · 
10. A funny story with a moral ( 1 lesson--no ne\\F words) 
The following material is found in the Houghton Mifflin 
hird grade reader$: 
3-1 3-2 
Ahead 
12 stories 13 stories 
3 poems 6 poems 
4 articles 6 articles 
1 play 1 play 
4 jokes 5 jokes 
1 page of riddles 
1 fable 
'The authors of the ·lvinston Communication Program advocate a 
"modified basic reader approach". Some of the salient points a 
zed thus: 
1. This approach uses both basic readers and the self-
selection of other materials. 
I 
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2. Self-selection is a supe�vised and-organized activity. 
3. l\Iotivatio·n of each individual1 of groups formed by 
members with related interests, and of entire classes 
is accomplished through individual selection of mate­
rials. 
4• Materials must be provided on a basis inordinate in 
comparison with a basic reader lock-step program. 
All kinds of materials at all levels of difficulty are 
needed. 
5. Skills are taught. 
6. Training is provided in recreational reading, in 
reading as a thinking process, and in reading-study. 
The Winston basic readers carefully control the presenta­
of new words. Stories have plots with carefully planned 
tails� constructed in such a way that the reader must read and 
want to read to the very end to find out how the story ends. 
The contents vary from fact to fantasy, with different time 
and space settings. Original and copyrighted material has been 
adapted and used. Each book has six units, each with a colored 
title page. 
The lt/inston books are numbered in sequence, beginning with 
the first readiness book. The third grade readers are therefore 
numbered 3-10 and 3-11. The folloldng titles or units give an 
indication of the subject matter of the various units: 
A Summary of the Content o:f the Winston Third Grade Readers 
tion 
de 
will 
3-1:0 
Into the �'lind 
The Open Road 
Mountain Country 
Going North 
Valley to Valley 
Animal Trails 
Flying High 
12 
3-ll 
Here and There 
Far and Near 
YoUng and Old 
Up and Away 
Now and Then 
Kind and True 
The Ginn Basic emphasizes four distinct 
1. The Developmental Program 
Systemic group instruction using the basal text and 
related materials is given by the teacher. 
2. The Recreational Program 
The children establish the habit of selecting and 
reading books for pleasure and infonmation. 
3. The Functional Program 
Reading of daily plans, directions, announcements, 
reports, and other materials in everyday classroom 
situations are carried on by the children. 
4. The Enrichment Program 
Related skills are used and extended to offer the 
related, stimulating experiences that cause reading 
to become personally meaningful. 
A of the Content of the Ginn Third Grade Readers 
Both Ginn third grade readers are composed of seven units, 
I i 
I ' 
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Across the Valley 
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ch constructed around a major theme high in interest-value for 
third grade children. Each unit has a title page with a colored 
The �irst unit in each book is based on the child's 
environment and experiences; succeeding units reach out to 
and different people and times. 
Each story is complete in itself, offering a well-defined 
climax, and interesting characterizations. At the end 
each story are many suggestions for correlated reading and 
The unit titles clearly indic«te the theme around which the 
stories center: 
Program: 
3-1 
New 
Pets and Playtime 
At the Zoo 
Just for Fun 
Indian Children 
Americans All 
Days Everyone Likes 
Old, Old Stories 
3-2 
Friends Far and Near 
All Through the Year 
Work for Everyone 
Old Tales fro� Different 
Lands 
Out of Doors 
Children Everywhere 
Make-Believe Tales 
Adventures of Other Days 
Although stated in different terms, all three basal reading 
systems use essentially the same program; the use of a care-
fully written basal reader, the teaching of reading skills, the 
teaching of study skills, and the encouragement to wi�er reading 
habits. 
ea 
icture. 
new ideas 
of 
language actiVities and materials. 
l 
I 
Finding Neighbors 
I 
I 
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rganization: 
The format of the Winston and Ginn readers is similar, each 
stories grouped into units. In Ginn1 the unit is based 
the setting the Zoo), the topic (Work for or 
ypes of stories Tales). The Winston stories 
ollow this pattern also, but are sometimes less clear-cut in 
r grouping. For example, Unit 1 in the Winston 3-10 reader 
s titled The Road and contains seven stories in a wide 
of settings, dealing with early European village life, 
adventure in Indian country, and present day family 
Their purpose is to expand the child's interests from 
e immediate environment to other periods and other cultures. 
st of the stories in these two basic readers are a singLe unit, 
be read in one lesson. 
The Houghton Mifflin readers differ greatly in their organ­
which has been previously described. The chief differ-
are these: 
1. The material is not arranged in units, or centered on 
a theme. 
2 .  Informative articles, skill 1essons, jokes and riddles 
are included. 
3. The majority of stories are divided into more than one 
lesson, because of their length. 
Story Content: 
The authors of the Houghton Mifflin and Ginn reading series 
thei 
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15 
vocate the policy of presenting difficult and unfamiliar word 
concepts before the silent reading. This policy allows the use 
of a larger and richer voc�bulary, resulting in greater freedom 
sentence structure and choice of story content. 
The policy of the authors of the Winston reading series is 
introduce all new words in cont·ext during silent reading. 
that only words may be included for which natural and 
picture and language clues can be provided. This 
vocabulary of new words to such an extent that, in 
opinion, the stories in the Winston readers are rather 
tilted, and are less challenging in content than those of the 
ther two readers. 
This enrichment of vocabulary is evident in a comparison of 
the number of new words introduced in third grade: Houghton 
�flin, 804 new words; Winston, 4�5 new words; Ginn 6�2 new 
trords. 
The authors of all three reading systems recognize the im­
rtance of teaching character through stories which are not sel 
righteous or pompous, but I feel that the material in the 
ughton Mif�lin readers is especially well adapted to the 
teaching of moral and spiritual values. An example of this ls 
the delightful story, "A Lion in the Kitchen", in which Agnes, 
who tells things which are .. not exactly true, learns that it is 
best to tell things just as they happened. Third graders are 
quite prone to exaggerate; this is an excellent opportunity to 
discuss this failing with the class impersonally. 
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ictures: 
The pictures in each of these.series are most attractive. 
are very colorful, ranging from simple line drawings to 
borately detailed paintings. Some are rich in humor and 
hers extend the child's concepts and further his understanding. 
The authors of the 'vinston series have been very careful in 
story illustrations� for they feel very strongly 
should the pictures reveal that which is intended to be 
the story. This sometimes occurs in the Houghton _,Mi 
when pictures show details that should be learned by 
There are some stories in the Ginn readers in which 
tell too much of the action of the story, thus giving 
the plot . 
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CHAPTER IV 
A COMPARISON OF METHODS OF SETTI�G GOALS FOR SILENT READING 
The teaching units in the for third grade 
suggest ways to develop pupil readiness for reading the 
story. They recommend the following steps: 
1. The teacher introduces a new story or section of story 
(since many stories in the Houghton Mifflin readers 
are read in several reading periods), or helps the 
children recall parts already read. 
2 .  She makes sure pupils have the necessary informational 
background. 
3. She introduces new words. 
4. She sets a purpose for reading by asking a question 
o� by telling the child what he is to find out in his 
silent r�ading. The manuals suggest one or more 
specific questions for the teacher�s use. 
The W'inston Method ot· Goals 
The authors of the lvinsto.n manual� feel that the first step 
i�group reading of a story is purpose-setting� the 
This is accomplished by the following steps: 
1. During the purpose-setting discussion period, the 
teacher guides the children into the use of the ne\'1 
words that will be introduced in the story. 
,, 
11 
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2.  The children size �p a stovy situation--by picture 
clues, title clues, story clues--and decide what they 
think is apt to happen in the story. 
3. The teacher accepts for the pupils' purpose any pos­
sibility that is not a wild guess or foolish specula-
tion. 
4. The children are told to read to find out if what they 
have concluded is right or wrong. 
The manual suggests several possible conjectures the chil-
dren might make, but never limits others, and never suggests the 
part the teacher is to play in the discussion, since her partie-
ipation depends on the ideas expressed by the children. 
In the section of the Ginn 3wl manual entitled 
Readiness this statement is made� 
The amount of preparation for reading a specific story 
should depend on whether or not the children already have 
enough maturity and background information to grasp fully 
the meaning of the story theme. 1 
These general steps are then d�scussed: 
Jl. The children's interest is aroused by a brief period 
of discussion, activities, and all kinds of visual aids 
used meaningfully to develop a rich conceptual back-
ground, often bet·ore the child opens his book. The 
teacher must be careful not to betray the plot. 
1. David H. Russell e·t ' p. 56 
The Ginn Method of Setting Purposes 
Developin.,g 
for Reading., 
_ al., Finding New Neighbors 
19 
2 .  New words ave presented. 
' . 
3. The g�oup1 with the help ·of the-teacher, defines a 
general purpose for· reading the story. 
The manual gives many suggestions for activities, reading 
goals, and visual aids for the teacher's use. 
In this aspect of teaching of reading there are divergent 
opinions. The obvious differences;lie in the timing of the 
presentation of new words ( which ldll be discussed in the next 
topic), and in pupil versus teacher-setting of goals. 
Both Dr. McKee and Dr. Russell advocate meaningful presen-
tation of the new words which �ight present difficulties, pre­
cedin� the silent reading. In the Winston readers, Dr. Stauffer 
eliminates the written introduction of new words, preferring to 
have them used incidentally to the oral discussion for reading-
readiness . 
The manuals for both Houghton Mifflin and Ginn contain 
specific ideas and verbatim questions ·for the te�cher's use 
during the discussion period. The Winston manual leaves the 
teacher's participation in the preparatory discussion completely 
to her discretion, her purpose being to help the children cl 
and state their O'\� purposes for reading, and to encourage the 
ot· the ne'\17 li70rds the sto.ry will present. She reminds them 
to· read to check their Ol� ·predictions. The Winston method re·-
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res great skill on the part o� the teacher, but, b y  this 
she ·Can invol-ve each child .more dire,ctly in the light of 
past knowledge and experience, and make him personally 
terested in reading the story. 
The beginning teacher would find the Houghton l•Iifflin and 
. 
manuals extremely helpful, while the experience.l, skillful 
eacher could use the Wins ton. m_ethod with any sui table ma.terial 
has a well-organized plot, pupil interest, and pictures 
do not give away the story. 
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CHAPTER V 
A CO:to'IPARISON OF METHODS OF INTRODUCING NEW WORDS 
The for manuals have these suggestions for 
concerning the pre-reading introduction of new words: 
1. Introduce only words children are not like�y to iden­
tify. 
2. Print the word in a sentence on the board or on news­
print ( not a sentence taken direc�ly from the story) . 
The teacher does NOT tell the word, but encourages the 
child to figure it out from context and sight clues, 
using his knowledge of phonetics. The sentence is left 
for reference during the silent reading. 
3. Whenever the teacher feels the children are ready, the 
above step is eliminated and the children reminded to 
use what they know about letters and their sounds to 
think what word would make sense as they read silently. 
4. If a pupil has difficulty with a word during silent 
reading, the teacher helps him to figure out the word 
by himself, by asking him to notice sound and context 
clues. If he does not then identify the troublesome 
word within a reasonable time, he is told what it is 
and the teacher makes a note that he needs further 
help with that word. Not too much time should be 
given to individual help during silent reading, however 
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No written presentation of new words is made in the Winston 
reading-thinking program. The teacher is directed to take the 
following steps: 
1. Before the silent reading of the story, she guides the 
children in an oral discussion period in which pupil 
reading purposes are set up. During this discussion, 
she leads them to the meaningful use of the new words 
that will be found in the story. 
2. If the child asks for help during silent reading, she 
tells the child to read all the sentence or paragraph, 
to refer to a picture for clues, or to refer back to 
his reading purpose. If help is still needed, she 
gives help in phonetic attack, using a sheet of scrap 
paper. 
3. If the child still does not recognize the word, she 
tells him the word and makes a note of his need, so 
that additional help can be given during the fundament 
skill-training period. 
The Ginn Method of New Words 
The lesson plans in the Ginn manuals present these steps 
for the introduction of new words: 
1. The teacher uses the words meaningfully in her oral 
introduction of the story. 
2. Words which may present difficulties are written on 
22 
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the board in meaningful sentepces1 or listed for 
phonetic comparison with known words. 
3. New words which the teacher feels will not present a 
problem are left for the child to recognize in context. 
Here, the Winston method differs basically from the other 
two methods. The Winston manual gives this reason: 
Carefully structured materials are prepared so that chil­
dren learning to read may recognize new words on their own 
almost immediately in the context in which the words are pre­
sented. And if the efficacy of meaning is not enough, the 
pupils should have the opportunity of using, again on their 
own, the phonetic clue.s or structure clues they have learned. 
In situations where the teacher writes all new words on the 
chalkboard and tells the children what the words are, or 
helps them analyze the words before they meet the words in 
context, the pupils do not have an opportunity to use the 
�killf being taught. The teacher short-circuits their learn­
�ng. 
The difference seems to be chiefly one of interpretation. 
In speaking of "words the children are not liMely to know", both 
Houghton Mifflin and Ginn seem to be referring to the concept 
ehind the word, not to recognition of the printed form of the 
rd only. Dr. McKee has this to say: 
In general, most third grade readers, particularly those 
which include so-called social studies content, present con­
cepts which are strange to many pupils for whom the books 
are intended. Obviously, therefore, the third grade teacher 
by her pre-reading of the selection to be taught, will have 
discovered the concepts or meanings which she th�nks are 
strange to he� pupils. Because she knows that the child 
must first construct those strange concepts in order to read 
the selection with adequate understanding, she then uses 
objects, pictures, simple explanations, and other means to 
1. Russell Stauffer, � a1. 1 We Go, p. 9 
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help the pupil do most of that constructing before he begins 
to read. The few strange concepts she ignores are those 
which are explained adequately by pictures and verbal context 
in the selection itself, and which she believes the child, if 
he has been taught to use pictures and context to build the 
meaning of a strange word or group of words, can construct 
as he reads. 1 
Russell expresses the same idea: 
The teacher must be careful to build a background of con­
cepts or ideas that are related to or occur in the reading 
materials. • If the child is reading his first story of 
early California, he may need help with such concepts as 
rancho, mission, .and oxcart. Meaning of words, phrases, and 
sentences must be developed before a whole selection can be 
read with profit by many of the children. 2 
It becomes apparent here that the material to be read in 
the Winston readers is a most necessary factor to the Winston 
thod of word presentation. The stories do not present concept 
cannot be understood in context; the Houghton Mifflin and-
readers choose to include new concepts which are first pre-
sented to the children through vocabulary so they 1rill later be 
understood in context. 
1. Paul McKee, of in the School, 
p. 2� 7 
- . " 
2. David H. Russell, Children Le&rn to p. 139 
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CHAPTER VI 
A COMPARISON OF THE TEACHING OF WORD-ATTACK SKILLS 
The for third grade program continues in-
struction in figuring out strange \�Ords independently and prac-
tice in previously learned skills. The following new skills are 
taught in the third grade: 
1. The teaching of certain phonetic elements: 
a. 3-consonant blends 
b. vowel combinations 
c. the vowel nytt 
d. common endings and prefixes 
e. certain common syllables 
f. contractions 
g. syllabication 
2 .  Instruction and practice in finding syllables in words. 
3. Much practice in using syllables and other phonetic 
elements, togeoher with context, in attacking strange 
words. 
4. The continuing development of a technique for attack�ng 
a strange word. 
The following provisions for teaching these work-study 
ski!'ls are made in the McKee manuals: 
1. The skills are used in pre-reading word presenta-tion. 
2. Lessons on word-attack skills are incorporated in the 
in each of the third grade 
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readers. 
�. Section 3 or each lesson plan contains exercises on 
word analysis and reading skills . 
4. The workbooks, ( Practice for Ahead and Practice 
for help the teacher to provide the 
varied practice in specific matters which pupils need. 
The exercises can be worked independently by the pupils 
following teacher directions. 
S. There is a section at the back of the manual containing 
model exercises, to be adapted to specific skill les-
sons. 
6. Another section at the rear of the manual contains 
diagnostic phonetic skill tests to be duplicated for 
use with the pupils. 
Winston 
The Winston carry the work-load in developing 
etics in the Winston Communication The 
contain lessons on: 
1. consonant blends and digraphs 
2. factors influencing vowel sounds 
3. inflectional and derivative changes 
4. syllabication 
S. contractions 
6. root words 
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In the section and in each lesson plan 
the Winston manual1 related activities fo� developing skills 
in the use of phonetic and structure clues appear consistently. 
This specific training is to be given after the story has been 
read, or in a special period of instruction. 
At the end of the manual is listed an of Skills 
lcith reference to the pages in the manual on which the skills ar 
treated. 
The Word-Attack Skills in the Ginn Series 
All skills previously taught are reviewed and maintained in 
the Ginn third grade program• The following phonetic elements 
are also taught: 
1. Extensive practice in the sounds of 3-letter blends and 
in the variant sounds of vowels . 
2 .i New structural changes are taught; such as endings, 
and changes in root \'lOrds before endings, prefixes and 
suffixes1 compound and hyphenated words, and the 
apostrophe . 
3. Syllabication--using the principle of syllabication in 
pronouncing new words, and developing the ability to 
divide words into syllables. 
4. Readiness for dictionary usage--the teaching of 
syllabication, accentuation, and alphabetizing . 
I 
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Each lesson plan. in the Teacher's 
steps. The third of these steps is 
This includes many different exercises which may be 
icated and used for independent practice by the children. 
Tbe exercises in the workbook, Do and Learn Book, accom­
each lesson plan. They are planned so that the children 
them independently with a minimum of teacher guidance. 
A very detailed Index of Skills at the end or 
tells the various skills taught, and the pages on which 
ls 
The work-study skills taught in all three systems are es-
sentially the same. All use workbooks for the study of these 
and all include frequent and varied exercises in the 
Houghton �Iifflin and Ginn offer much material for 
ication to aid in meeting individual pupil-needs. 
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CHAPTER VII 
A COMPARISON OF THE TEACHING OF STUDY SKILLS 
The for Series at both primary and inter­
levels gives the child directed practice in reading for 
specific purposes. These purposes are: 
1 .  Reading to get the main idea. 
2 .  Reading to get details. 
3. Reading to get the main points which a selection 
gives about its topic. 
4. Reading to draw a conclusion. 
Beginning in the third grade, the series teachers the pupil: 
1. How to use the context to figure out the meaning of 
a strange word. 
2. How to choose the meaning of a \-vord that will make good 
sense in the context. 
3. How to interpret figures of speech . 
4. How to use punctuation marks as an aid to getting 
meaning . 
in 
The instruction in all these skills is provided through 
definite lessons in the readers themselves, through exercises in 
the workbooks, and through materials and directions for practice 
The Studv Skills Tau~ht in the Hou~hton Mifflin Series 
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in the manuals for the teacher's use. 
The basic premise of the Winston theory of teaching reading 
is that reading is a thinking process1 and that the skills 
classified as ttwork-study" skills apply to all reading. These 
skills are �ot classified in the Winston teacher's manual. A 
ist summarizing the skills is found in a brochure published by 
The John C. Winston Company. These study skills are: 
1 .  Finding the central idea 
2. Recalling sequence 
3. Reading for details 
4 . Identification 
5 • Making judgments 
6.  Predicting events 
7. Following oral directions 
8 .  Differentiating meanings of single words 
9. Classifying ideas 1 
visions es 
Many provisions for teaching these skills are made in the 
section of the teaching plan1 and The second 
halves of the present 48 activities dealing with com-
rehension, practising the above listed skills. 
1. Lyle Hance, and of the Winston Communica­
tion p. 11 
suggested 
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Above all, the teacher insists on the child's continuous use 
these skills, through the Winston method of setting and 
goals . 
The list below includes major habits and skills emphasized 
Ginn at the third-reader level for the development of compre-
1 .  The habit of using the table of contents . 
2. The habit of selecting suitable reading mate�ials for 
different purposes. 
3 .  The habit of reading for information . 
4. Systematic habits of attacking unfamiliar words in 
independent reading. 
5 . The skills needed to follow directions , detect details, 
and answer question. 
6. The skills required to recognize and understand the rna 
idea in a story and in other kinds of writing . 
7. The skills needed to recognize and establish a correct 
sequence of events .  
8 .  The skills needed to recognize relevance, to make 
judgments, to evaluate ideas, and to see relationships . 
9 .  The skills required to draw conclusions, to generalize, 
and to make inferences. 
10. The skills required to interpret material read in terms 
1 of personal and other reading experiences . 
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Skills s 
Practice in these skills is provided through the use of 
charts, chalkboard exercises, worksheets, and the workbooks. 
A study of the lesson plans of all three reading systems 
show that they all teach essentially the same study skills, 
though the Ginn manual has listed them more comprehensively than 
the other two. Each system teaches critical thinking as part 
the reading process--the difference lies in the emphasis 
on critical thinking by Winston, and in the Winston method 
f getting children to think in every phase of reading. 
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CHAP.TER VIII 
A COMPARISON OF TE�CHER'S EDITIONS 
Each teaching unit in Houghton Mifflin Books 31 and 32 is 
subdivided into four sections: 
1. Preparation 
a. Setting the Scene 
b. Introducing New Words 
2. Reading and Discussion 
a. Silent Reading 
b. Talking It Over 
c. Oral Reading 
3. \1/ord Analysis and Reading Skills 
4 .  Provisions for Individual Differences 
a. Teacher-Participation Exercises 
b. Seatworl{ Exercises 
are two main divisions of each teaching unit in 
Books 3l0 and 3ll: 
1. Directing the Reading Activities 
a. Developing Pupil Purposes 
b. Observing Silent Reading 
c. Checking Pupil Purposes 
2. Extending and Refining 
a. Basic Book Activities 
b. Stud�book Activities 
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Each lesson plan in- the Ginn teacher's editions consists of 
steps. The amount of time spent on each step should be based 
the needs and abilities of the particular group being taught. 
e steps are: 
1.  Developing Readiness for Reading 
2 .  Reading the Story 
3. Building Essential Habits and Skills 
4. Related Language Experiences 
5. Enrichment Activities 
6. All-Unit Activities 
a. Evaluating Activities 
b. Helping the Individual Child 
All three systems follow the same pattern: motivation, 
silent reading1 checking silent reading1 teaching of skills, and 
enrichment activities. 
All three basal systems being reviewed here meet in a very 
thorough manner these principles listed by Russell as being the 
main requirements of a basal reading series: 
1 .  It provides continuity of growth in reading skills, 
habits and attitudes by a carefully grades series of 
reading materials. 
2. It provides for a lcide variety of both worl{-type and 
recreational reading activities. 
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3_. It provides a compl.et.e p_rg.anization of reading experi­
ences1 avoiding gaps �n learning experiences and pro­
viding in an organized way for the different reading 
abilities children acquire. 
4 . It provides for a worth-llfhile content of ideas and typ 
of conduct that rre most important for junior citizens 
of a democracy. 
Durrell has this to say about the contents of manuals: 
Manuals of basal-reading systems are the best source for 
discovering the professional recommendations for the 
ski!B to be taught in each grade. Such manuals include a 
list of new words to be taught at each level of instruc­
tion in primary grades; the silent-and oral-reading 
abilities to be taught; the comprehension and recall levels 
to be expected. 2 
Here again the manuals of the three systems contain th�s 
The lvinston teacher's editions do not classify and 
t the various skills1 and thus require a teacher to do much 
earching through the manual to find needed information. 
1. The pages of the reader are reproduced in reduced size 
( in black and white) on corresponding pages of the 
teacher's manuals where instructions are printed. 
Therefore this boo� is small, light in weight, easily 
handled, and easy to refer to. 
2. There is one table of contents giving both reader 
pages and manual pages where the story is found. How­
ever, thereis no table of contents for the Teacher In-
troduction1 and no index. 
es 
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3. The philosophy, aims, and third grade program are well-
defined in the Teacher Introduction, with a good descrip 
tion of content and teaching aids. 
4 .  There are many provisions for meeting individual differ-
ences: 
a. Practice exercises in word analysis and reading 
skills, to be duplicated by the teacher or used 
orally with individuals or small groups. 
b. Word-Recognition Tests i� the manuals at the end 
of each unit. 
c. A Reference Handbook at the end of the book con­
taining model exercises to be adapted to individual 
cases, and a Phonetic Skill Test. 
5. Bibliographies for children, for teachers' use with 
children, and for professional use are included. 
6. Bibliographical sketches of the authors of the stories 
are found at the end of the reader. 
7. Two tests are available: The 
Level 2, by Stroud, Hieronymus and McKee 1 (a stand�4-
ized grade-placement test for beginning thrrd graders) , 
available for purchase from the publisher; The McKee 
of Phonetic Tests two and three, 
printed at the back of the manual for duplication, or 
available for purchase. 
of the Editions 
1 .  The child's reader is included at the back of the 
teacher's edition, necessitating turning back and forth 
in the book. 
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2. The table of contents at the beginning refers to both 
the pages in the manual and the pages in the reader 
where the story is found. 
3. The introduction to the manual is devoted mainly to ex­
planations of the Modified Bazic Reader Approach and the 
"Reading-Thinking" concept of the reading process ad­
vocated by the Winston Series. 
4. The teacher's part in the manual d�s not have concrete 
suggestions for her participation in the pre-reading 
discussion, although the guidance of this vital period 
of the lesson requires great skill. There are sugges­
tions for checking pupil purposes. 
5. There are many oral and chalkboard activities, but none 
for duplication. 
6. There are bibliographies of story books for children, 
fairy tales and folk tales, and professional books for 
teachers. 
7. There is an analysis of skills and the pages on which 
they are taught in the basal book and in the 
8. There is a useful, well-detailed index. 
1 .  The child's reader is printed at the back of the 
Teacher's Edition, ldth separate tables of content for 
manual and reader. 
2. The manual begngs with instructions for its effective 
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studybook. 
(~'eatures of the Ginn Teacher*s Editions 
u s:e:. 
3. The philosophy, aims, and methods are described in 
detail. 
4. Analysis charts and check lists for individual diagnosis 
are described, and-examples given. 
S. HeXpful charts swnmarize the activities of each unit. 
6. There are very detailed suggesti ons for teachers' in­
structions to pupils 
7: A great many exercises for o.ral use, chalkboard presen­
tation or duplication are given, in order to teach new 
skills or gi�e individual help. 
8. There is a detailed index of word-study skills at the 
end of the book, with page references. 
9 .  A cumulative vocabulary for grades 1, 2 ,  and 3 is 
marked with the grade-level of introduction of each 
word. 
10 . The bibliography is very extensive, with sections for: 
Professional Books; Teaching Children's Literature; 
Guiding Language Experiences; Art, Music, Rhythm and 
Games; Collections of Stories, Poems, and Songs; 
Stories for Children to Read; Other Readers and Text­
books; and Audio-Visual Materials (Listed by units) . 
The stories for children's reading are marked for first, 
second, or thznd grade reading level. 
11 . There are directories·of: Publishers; Distributors and 
Producers o� Audio-Visual Aids: and Recording Companie 
12. The index is·very detailed and helpful. 
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1 3. Three tests are avai+able: The Third Grade Readiness 
�; Revised Edition; Third-Reader-! Achievement Test, 
Revised Edition; Third-Reader-II Achievement Re�. 
vised Edition. 
Thes� manuals all offer much help to the reading teacher. 
e Houghton Mifflin and Ginn manuals would be especially helpf4l 
o the beginning teacher, since detailed instruction� and much 
upplementary material are provided. The Winston manual is best 
ed \'lith the "reading-is-thinking" me.thod Dr. Stauffer advocates 
ut the material in all three. teacher's editions can be adapted 
use with other reading systems. 
The Ginn manual contains the most information and teaching 
The organization is such that the teacher can find 
formation easily. This is not true of the Winston manual. 
The Houghton-Mi·fflin teacher's edition is easiest to use in 
daily reading lesson� because the re�ding page and the 
instructions are printed together. It is not necessary 
to use two books, or to turn from on.e part of the book to ano 
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CHAPTER IX 
RESULTS OF THIS STUDY 
When I began: this study, I felt that the chief advantage of 
sing several basal systems 1rithin one class was the variety of 
eading material such a plan offered. After studying the syst 
osely, I have discovered that each series has features which 
ecommend it for a particular level or type of teaching. 
Although there will be only 19 children in my room ne�t 
ar, it is very ·likely that they will be divided into three 
ading groups--those whose reading ability is above average, the 
rage, and those whose ability--or achievement--is below aver-
As a result of this study, I have made plans for the 
eaching of reading in these three groups for the coming year. 
\�en teachers become sensitive to the complexity of the 
reading process and to the lride range of reading abilities 
within a class, they see the fallacies of using a single 
textbook for an entire class. 1 
I plan to use the Houghton Mifflin Series with the group of 
hove-average readers. The stories in this series of readers, I 
eel, are the most challenging in concept and in context. A sur-
ey of the Houghton Mifflin vocabulary lists shows the teaching 
f far more new words, many of them comparatively abstract. 
cause of the length of the stories, the lesson plans are flex-
Emmett Albert Betts, Foundations of Instruction, 
• 568 
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41 
so that the class can proceed �t a faster rate of speed. 
e teacher can select from a large number of activities the o�es 
ded by the group or individuals within the group, since the 
this group �11 probably requir� less drill. 
The middle or average group will use the standard text,. 
cott Foresman. 
For the belol'{-average group, I plan to use · the Ginn Readers, 
eginning with the Ginn 2-2 book, the and ad­
cing to the 3-1 re.a$fer, New 
I feel the Ginn readers are well-suited to the slower-
group mainly because of the wealth of aids. giv.en the, 
and the ease with which she can loca.te them. The in-
tructions for administering the prog�am are clear and concise. 
manual abounds with practical exercises fo� oral presentatio 
for duplicqtion, to use in building essential habits and . 
The bibliographies are very extensive and most useful 
of the ways in which they are classified. I hope to be 
tter ab�e to meet the many individual differences likely to be 
in a slow group. 
I have not plauned to use the Winston readers as a basal 
group text, but would like to have them available as a supple-
tary series to use with any of the three groups. The stories 
in the Winston readers, with their carefully structured vocabu-
lary presentation, wnuld be very suitable for a slow group, but 
the manual offers far less than that of Ginn in the extra exer-
cises and drills so essential to this group. 
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I have never used the Winston readers. Perhaps I shall 
them most effective. If this is the· case, I shall certainly use 
his series as a group text. 
No basal system of reading has been produced which makes 
automatic adj ustments· to the inst-ructional needs of pupils. 
Even with the best of currently used materials , the effec­
tiveness o f  learning depends far more upon the activities 
of the teacher than upon the basal-reading system being 
used. l 
Since the activity of the teacher is of prime importance, 
according to Dr. Durrell � and since I believe very firmly in 
Dr. Stauffer's stress on the importance of teaching critical 
thinking as pa�t of the reading process , I plan to use his metho 
of teaching to the best of my ability. I can feel j ustified in 
this use of method but not of manual, for Dr. Betts says: 
Teachers' manuals written to accompany a basal series of 
readers should be used as a rather than as a prescrip­
tion or a recipe. :t-1ost teachers' manuals, or guides , are 
lvell written and contain a wealth of suggestions for teachers 
using basal textbooks. In so far as she observes basic 
principles of learning , the teacrer should feel free to mod­
ify the suggestions • • • • An interested teacher usually 
will want to read the teachers manuals to picl< up new ideas 
and to familiarize herself l..rith the general teaching plan 
and points of vie·w of the authors. At no time, however , 
should the teacher become a slave to the manual. 2 
This study has been very helpful to me. It will have been 
most worth-while if the knowledge I have gained will make me a 
better teacher of reading. 
Durrell, QQ ·  �. , p. 1 
Betts . 491 
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